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Exalted Abyssals is a well written book with a good deal of wit. It is clear from the beginning that

White Wolf wanted to make these characters more playable, so their moral ambiguity is certainly

played up. The text itself is set up much like the past books in this series, giving an intro to the

history and world of the Abyssal, followed by a character generation chapter and then one

explaining the traits in more detail, a chapter on new Abyssal charms, a chapter on Necromancy

and technology ("necrology"), and finally a Storyteller's chapter.The general information this book

yields is useful. Granted much of this is either rehashing what was already discussed in the Second

Edition base book or further explanations, the Neverborn are better explained as is the Underworld.

I would have liked to have seen a new map of the Underworld included in this book as it was in First

Edition, or even a map of where the Deathlords' lands are. Such things exist on-line, though that is

not always an acceptable option in the middle of a game.The artwork is up to Exalted standards,

and the comics have a very dark humor to them. As my friends and I pealed through the pages, we

found ourselves chuckling on a regular basis at some of the more disturbed bits of evil. Make no

mistake that this book is dark, and should have come from the Black Dog press at White Wolf. Brief

nudity is in this book, though only a minor amount (no more than in the core book). The blackness of

the book is pretty intense, which can become training on the eyes. Everything is black and dark



gray, so you will occasionally have to squint to see what you are reading or to fully see what is in the

picture.
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